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ABSTRACT
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TEN KIT 6

TITLE: Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

APPROXIMATE TIME TO COMPLETE: 40 Hours

MATERIALS TO PURCHASE: None

INTRODUCTION:

The Psychological and Physiological Assessment Kit was developed
to acquaint the student with psychological instruments and medical
techniques utilized in the mental and physical evaluation of LD
children. Upon completion of this kit the student should be better
able to understand and interpret test results in terms of practical
teaching procedures for individual LO children.
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PREASSESSMENT

Each package in this curriculum is initiated with a measure of the learner's

knowledge and skills pertinent to that package. This is referred to as pre-

assessment and is designed to determine your proficiency in each of the objectives

established for the package. Depending upon the levels of behavior required by

the objectives, preassessment may range from a matching quiz, through an interview

with the instructor, to analysis of a video-taped classroom situation.

You should read the performance objectives stated for this kit and decide

whether you feel proficient in any of the behaviors required. It is your option

to request preassessment on each of the objectives in which you feel you are

already proficient. For each objective there is a preassessment exercise,

allowing the instructor to determine precisely which learning experiences you

should complete. For example, if six objectives are prescribed for the kit and

you request the preassessment exercises on four of the objectives, you will be

required to complete the learning experiences for the two objectives in which

you did not request preassessment. For the four objectives on which you

requested preassessment, you will be required to complete only those learning

experiences for the objectives on which you did not meet the proficiency required.
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment techniques,

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 1

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency
on a test requiring the matching of subtest names with descriptions
on what the subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC) Pleasures.

* *
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 1 Matching Test Over the WISC

Name Date

Write the number of the WISC subtest in the blank beside the descrip-
tion of what the subtest measures.

1. Object assembly

2. Similarities

3. Arithmetic

4. Information

5. Comprehension

6. Block Design

**

measures the child's visual-
motor dexterity and pencil
manipulation skills

measures the child's knowledge
of familiar objects and his
ability to visually discriminate
between essential and non-
essential characteristics

measures the child's ability to
use, in socially acceptable
ways, the general information
he has obtained from his
environment. It is a measure
of common sense, judgment,
reasoning and verbal expression.

measures the child's ability to
perceive, analyze, synthesize,
and reproduce abstract designs.
visual-motor coordination is
also involved in performing on
this subtest.

measures the child's ability to
see basic, essential relation-
ships between the ideas and facts
he hes obtained from his environ-
ment

measures the child's ability to
arrange socially orientated
pictures into a logical sequenc'

4



TEN KIT 6, Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques,
Preassessment, Performance Objective 1

7. Coding

8. Picture Arrangement

9. Picture Compl'tion

10. Digit Span

11. Vocabulary

**

measures the child's visual
perception and ability to
synthesize concrete visual
forms. Success on this sub-
test requires anticipation
of part-whole relationships.

measures immediate auditory
recall and attention span

is probably one of the best
individual measures of general
intelligence. It reflects a
child's level of education and
environment. It measures
abstract thinking, ability to
learn, fund of information, and
language development.

measures a child's general fund
of information abstracted from
his environment

measures the child's cognitive
development through his mani-
pulation of numbers and
numerical operations

b



TEN KIT 6

?REASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 1

Write the number of the WISC
of what the subtest measures

1. Object Assembly

9imi I vities

3. Arithmetic

4. Information

5. Comprehension

6. Block Design

7. Coding

8. Picture Arrangement

Matching Test Over the WISC

subtest in the blank beside the description

7 measures the child's visual-
motor dexterity and pencil
manipulation skills

9 measures the child's knowledge----R
of familiar objects and his
ability to visually discriminate
between essential and non-
essential characteristics

5 measures the child's ability to
use, in socially acceptable ways,
the general information he has
obtained from his environment.
It is a measure of common sense,
judgment, reasoning and verbal
expression.

_6 measures the child's ability to
perceive, analyze, synthesize
and reproduce abstract designs.
Visual-motor coordination is
also involved in performing on
this subtest.

2 measures the child's ability to
understand basic, essential
relationships between the ideas
and facts he has obtained from
his environment

8 measures the child's ability to
arrange socially orientated
pictures into a logical sequence

1 measures the child's visual
perception and ability to
'synthesize concrete visual forms.
Success on this subtest requires
anticipation of part-whole
relationships.

10 measures immediate auditory

recall and attention span

6



TEN KIT 6, Psychological
ana Physiological Assessment Techniques, 7Preassessment, Performance Objective 1

9. Picture Completion

10. Digit Span

11. Vocabulary

11 is probably one of the best
individual measures of general
intelligence. It reflects a
child's level of education and
environment. It measures
abstract thinking, ability to
learn, fund of information,
and language development.

4 measures a child's general
fund of information abstracted
from his environment

3 measures the child's coglitive
development through his
manipulation of numbers and
numerical operations
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques,

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 2

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency
on a test requiring the matching of the subtest names of the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) with descriptions of what
the subtest measures.

**
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Psychological anettsio:121ent Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 2

Name

Matching Test for the ITPA

Date

Write the number of the ITPA subtest in the blank beside the descrip-
tion of what the subtest measures.

1. Manual Expression

2. Sound Blending

3. Verbal Expression

4. Visual-motor Association

5. Auditory-vocal Association

6. Visual Sequential Memory

7. Grammatic Closure
1111....../0

measures the child's ability
to understand and derive mean-
ing from what is seen--symbols,
written words, pictures

measures the child's ability to
synthesize the separate parts
of a word into an integrated
whole

measures the child's ability to
understand and derive meaning
from verbally presented material

measures the child's ability to
recall and accurately reproduce
a sequence of nonmeaningful
visual stimuli

measures the child's ability to
perceive the whule picture from
an incomplete visual presentation

measures the child's ability to
develop automatic habits for
handling syntax and grammar
inflections

measures the child's ability to
relate and organize visual
symbols in a meaningful way



TEN KIT 6, Psychologichl and Physiological Assessment Techniques, 10
Preassessment, Performance Objective 2

8. Visual Closure measures the child's ability to
remember and accurately repeat
a sequence of ncnmeaningfu:
auditory stimuli

9. Auditory Closure measures the child's ability to
----express his own concepts verbally

10. Auditory measures the child's ability to
express ideas in meaningful
gestures

11. Visual Reception measures the child's ability to
relate and organize spoken words
or concepts in a meaningful way

12. Auditory Sequential Memory measures the child's ability to
produce a complete word from an
incomplete auditory presentation

**
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Psychological anilityliplogicalhpessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT.

Performance Objective 2

Write the rumber of the ITPA subtest
tion of what the subtest measures.

1. Manual Expression

2. Sound Blending

3. Verbal Expression

4. Visual-motor Association

5. Auditory-vocal Association

6. Visual Sequential Memory

7. Grammatic Closure

Matching Test for the ITPA

in the blank beside the descrip-

11 measures the child's ability
to understand and derive
meaning from what is seen- -

symbols, written words,
pictures

2 measures the child's ability
to synthesize the separate
parts of a word into an
integrated whole

10 measures the child's ability
to understand and derive
meaning from verbally present-
ed material

6 measures the child's ability to
recall and accurately reproduce
a sequence of nonmeaningful
visual stimuli

8 measures the child's ability to
perceive the whole picture from
an incomplete visual presentation

7 measures the child's ability to
develop automatic habits for
handling syntax and grammatic
inflections

4 measures the child's ability to
relate and organize visual
symbols in a meaningful way
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Preassessment, Performance Objective 2

8. Visual Closure 12

9. Auditory Closure 3

10. Auditory Reception 1

11. Visual Reception 5

12. Auditory Sequential Memory 9

e

*

measures the child's ability
to remember and accurately
repeat a sequence of non-
.meaningful auditory stimuli

measures the child's ability
to express his own concepts
verbally

measures the child's ability
to express ideas in meaningful
gestures

measures the child's ability
to relate and organize spoken
words or concepts in a mean-
ingful way

measures the child's ability
to produce a complete word
from an incomplete auditory
presentation

12
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 3

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency on
a test requiring the matching of specific areas of the cerebral cortex
with specific types of agnosia and aphasia and tests of agnosia, apraxia,
and aphasia with the method of their performance.

* *
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 3

Name Date

Matching Test

14

A. Match the four types of agnosia listed below to the four cerebral
areas affected in each type of agnosia by writing the correct
number in the blank:

Type of Agnosia Affected Cerebral Area

1. visual occipital lobe

2. tactile temporal lobe (lateral
and superior portions)

3. auditory parietal lobe

4. body parts and relationships parietal lobe (postero-
inferior regions)

B. Match the four types of aphasia listed below to the four brain
areas involved by writing the correct number in the blank:

Type of Aphasia

1. auditory-receptive

2. visual-receptive

3. expressive speaking

4. expressive writing

Brain Area Involved

posterior frontal area

inferior posterior frontal
areas

parieto-occipital area

temporal lobe

C. Match the test for agnosia, apraxia, and aphasia listed below to the
description of how they are performed by filling in the blanks with
the correct numbers:

Test For How Performed

1. Visual object recognition Ask the patient to identify
familiar sounds with his eyes
closed.

2. Motor speech Can the patient identify left
and right and body parts?



TEN KIT 6, Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques,
Preassessment, Performance Objective 3

3. Volitional speech

4. Automatic speech

5. Writing

6. Sound recognition

7. Recognition of body
parts and sidedness

8. Auditory-verbal
comprehension

9. Performance of skilled motor
acts

10. Visual - verbal comprehension
.41.001.1.1111011 ON,

* *
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Ask the patient to identify
familiar objects such as a
pencil or paper clip visually.

Ask the patient to verbally
reproduce sounds and phrases
such as "ba-ba," "I like to
read" and increasingly
difficult ones. Observe
his conversation for abnormal
word usage.

Is the patient able to answer
questions appropriately?

Can the patient answer ques-
tions and carry out instruc-
tions?

Can he perform motor acts such
as using a pencil, closing a
safety pin, etc.?

Ask the patient to read a few
sentences and explain what he
has read. If he cannot talk.
write out instructions for
him to carry out.

Ask him to repeat familiar
series such as days of the
week, seasons, or months.

Ask the patient to write his
own name and address, tele-
phone number, and a simple
sentence. Then ask him to
write the name of an object
with his eyes open and with
his eyes closed.
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 3 Matching Test

A. Match the four types of agnosia listed below to the four cerebral
areas affected in each type of agnosia by writing the correct
number in the blank:

Type of Agnosia Affected Cerebral Area

occipital lobe

temporal lobe (lateral
and superior portions)

parietal lobe

1. visual 1

2. tactile 3

3. auditory 2

4. body parts and relationships 4 parietal lobe (postero-
inferior regions)

B. Match the four types of aphasia listed below to the four brain
areas involved by writing the correct number in the blank:

Type of Aphasia Brain Area Involved

posterior frontal area

inferior posterior frontal
areas

parieto-occipital area

temporal lobe

1. auditory-receptive 4

2. visual-receptive 3

3. expressive speaking 2

4. expressive writing 1

C. Match the test for agnosia, apraxia, and aphasia listed below to
the description of how they are performed by filling in blanks
with the correct numbers:

Test For How Performed

1. Visual object recognition

2. Motor speech

16

6 Ask the patient to identify
familiar sounds with his
eyes closed.

7 Can the patient identify
let and right and body parts?
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Preassessment, Performance Objective 3

3. Volitional speech
)

4. Automatic speech 2

5. Writing 3

6. Sound recognition 8

7. Recognition of body parts
and sidedness

9

8. Auditory-verbal comprehension 10

9. Performance of skilled motor
acts

4

10. Visual-verbal comprehension 5

* *

17

Ask the patient to identify
familiar objects such as a
pencil or paper clip visually.

Ask the patient to verbally
reproduce sounds and phrases
such as "ba-ba," "I like to
read" and increasingly diffi-
cult ones. Observe his
conversation for abnormal
word usage.

Is the patient able to
answer questions appropriate-
ly?

Can the patient answer
questions and carry out
instructions?

Can he perform motor acts
such as using a pencil,
closing a safety pin, etc.?

Ask the patient to read a
few sentences and explain
what he has read. If he
cannot talk, write out
instructions for him to
carry out.

Ask him to repeat familiar
series such as days of the
week, seasons, or months.

Ask the patient to write
his own name and address,
telephone number, and a
simple sentence. Then ask
him to write the name of an
object with his eyes open
and with his eyes closed.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Psychological and Physiological Assessment regaima

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 4

The student will administer and score one hatteoy of tests includ-
ing a WISC, Beery Test of Visual Motor Integration, revised ITPA, and
Wide Range Achievement Test at the 90 percent level of profit_ ency in
the scoring of the individual tests. Each of these tests, test forms;
and a stop watch will be checked out from the teacher supervisor.
Obtaining test subjects will be the responsibility of the student. Once
the tests have been administered and scored, they should be transmitted
to the teacher supervisor.

**
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological Ind Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance 01212ctive 4

The student's report should be evaluated on the basis of the admini-
stration and scoring of the WISC, ITPA, Beery Test of Visual Motor
Integration, and Wide Range Achievement Test using the individual manuals
for each test. The teacher supervisor should refer to these individual
manuals for correct methods of administration and scoring.

On the WISC the teacher supervisor can evaluate on the basis of the
10 subtests plus Digit Span, Performance Scale Score, Verbal Scale Score,
and Full Scale Score. Thus, each of these scores will be worth 7 points in
determining proficiency.

On the ITPA the 12 subtests, the Child's Mean Scaled Score, and
Psycholinguistic Age should be evaluated with each being worth 7 points.

On the Wide Range Achievement Test the student should be evaluated on
the correct scoring in arithmetic, spelling, and reading of grade level,
scaled score, and percentile. Thus, each of these nine scores will be
worth ten points.

On tne Beery Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration the student's
correct scoring of each design, calculation of the subject's exact age in
years and months, correct VMI Raw Score, and correct VMI Age Equivalent
will be used to determine proficiency. For example, if the subject draws
7 designs before reaching a ceiling, then these 7 designs, age, VMI Raw
Score, and VMI Age Equivalent will each be worth 10 points. The more
designs the subject draws and the student correctly scores, the less the
number of points each will be worth.
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TEN KIT 6

ioloicalandPsPsdAssessmentTeOniues

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 5

The student will check out a psychological evaluation of an LD
child from the teacher supervisor and write an analysis of the report
including the following:

a. Valid and invalid test data and interpretations

b. False assumptions

Once the analysis of the report has been completed, it should be
submitted to the teacher supervisor for evaluation.
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

PREASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 5

1. The student should identify the following errors in the raw
data (WISC Record Form) at the 90 percent level of proficiency:

a. Birthdate computed wrong

b. Digit Span raw score incorrectly transferred (4 instead
of 8)

c. Information raw score 12 rather than 11

d. Vocabulary numbers 10, 12, 18 incorrectly scored, and
number 24 should not be included as 5 errors have been
made. Correct score is 24.

e. Picture Completion should be 10 because 5 errors were
made before number 7.

f. Picture Arrangement number 6 is correct; therefore,
examiner should have continued.

g. Correct Verbal Scale Score should be 87 rather than 77.

h. Correct Performance Scale Score should be 100 rather
than 96.

i. Full Scale Score should be 93 rather than 85.

2. The student should identify Vie following errors in the report
of the WISC at the 90 percent level of proficiency:

a. Variability is extreme--not slight--between verbal subtests.

b. Judgment and informational resources established weaknesses.

c. Vocabulary and Similarities were severely rather than
slirihtly depressed.
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TEN KIT 6, Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques,
Preassessment, Performance Objective 5

d. Skill on Block Design was not limited.

e. Errors of 4 1/2 years M. A. should be 14 1/2.

f. All summarizing conclusions were incorrect.

NOTE: Each of the identified errors is worth 5 points; therefore,
missing more than two errors will lower proficiency below
the 90 percent requirement. If the student fails to perform
at the 90 percent level of proficiency, he should proceed to
the appropriate learning experiences.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Psyc no 1 921 Techniques

PREASSESSMENT
_

Performance Objecti,.!: 6

(The student shoul;! wit 1H6wed to take this P'eassessment unless
he has successfully cc mn!ete1 tho Preassessment for tie other Performance
Objectives for this kit.)

The student sh,l-uid d!,cribe in !arrative form the advantages of having
a psychological and rhysir,11 evahtion of a child in educational planning
to meet his individual nTd.s.

NOTE: This is an dffc.ctive ol4Q,:tive and will not be used to assess
proficic,r::: 1w/el t.:4- ri.1;-, kit; hnwever, the student will be
rpouirrfd 1.vQ10 nlrrative and discuss it with his
tcacher
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TCN k,l r r

psystioloci-,11 and Physioloai. 11 Assessment Techniques

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completing the Psychological and Physiological Kit, the
student will:

1. Demonstrate his knowledge of testing instruments by performing
at the )O percent level of proficiency on a test requiring the
matching cf the subtec,t names of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children (W1SC) with descriptions of what the subtest is
measurin9.

2. Demonstrate hi; knowledge cf testing instruments by performing
at the 90 Percent level of proficiency on a test requiring the
matching of the subtest names of the Illinois Test of Psycho-
linguistic Abilities (ITPA) with descriptions of what the sub-
test is measuring.

3. Demonstrate his ioriwledge neurological evaluation by
performing at the )0 nrcen: ',Nei of oroficiency on a teacher
made test rse,liog the irot.c.hinu of specific areas of the
cerebral cortex with specific types of anosia and aphasia and
tests for agnesia, aoraxia and aphasia with the method of their
performance.

4. Apply his o1 tp;t ing instruments by administering,
scoring, an.; batteries of. tests including a
WISC, Beery .(o.:7. ! !'!,-,tcr Integration, revised ITPA,
and WRAT at 4 .-ercent level of accuracy in the scoring of
the individual

5. Arwlyze ov..!Iqation of an LO child by listing
false assw-r!ior,. and valid and invalid test data and
interpretat at d 9a percent level of proficiency.

6. Respond by ,:iF.cribing in nar-ative fQrm the advantages of hav-
ing a psvchologial and ph;ical evaluation of a child in
educational pinninq to i!et hi; individual needs.

NOTE: This is affective obsiPctive and will not be used to
assess ;:!icier.r.y 'reel for this kit; however, the
student will be r5:luir0d to develop the specified
nar'ativp and it with hil teacher supervisor.
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 1

1. Read the following references and observe the self evaluation
suggestions. (Performance Objective 1)

Wechsler, D., WISC Manual,Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children, Psychological Corporation, New York, f946.

2. Read pages 36-102 of the following reference:

Glasser, Alan J. and Irla Lee Zimmerman, Clinical Interpretation
of ple Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Grune and
Stratton, New York, 1968.

Glasser and Zimmerman discuss the 12 subtests of the WISC. Read
very carefully the section "What the Test Measures" under each
subtest.

3. Upon completion of this reading assignment, students should be
able to describe what each subtest measures.

4. Work with a fellow student taking turns naming a subtest of the
WISC and requiring the other student to describe what the test
is measuring.

**

25



TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiolagical Assessment Techniques

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Read pages 9-13 of the following reference. (Performance Objective 2)

1. Kirk, Samuel A., J. J. McCarthy, and W. D. Kirk, Examiner's
Manual Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, Board of
Trustees of the University of Illinois, 1969.

Kirk, McCarthy, and Kirk describe each of the 12 subtests of
the Revised 1TPA and discuss the functions each subtest measures.

2. Upon completion of this reading assignment, students should be
able to name and discuss the functions each subtest measures.

3. Work with a fellow student taking turns naming a subtest of the
1TPA and requiring the other student to describe what the test
is measuring.

* *

Lb
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 3

1. Read the following reference:

DeJong, Russell N., et al, Essentials of the Neurological
Examination, Smith, Kline, and French Laboratorfes, 1968.

Read this entire booklet giving particular attention to the
types of aphasia and agnosia, specific brain areas affected,
and tests to determine the presence or absence of specific
types of aphasia and agnosia.

2. Schedule the following film with your teacher supervisor.

"Essentials of the Neurological Examination," Smith,Kline,
and French Laboratories.

Particular attention should be given to the types of aphasia
and agnosia, specific brain areas affected, and tests to
determine the presence or absence of specific types of aphasia
and agnosia. (Performance Objective 3)

27
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T.EN...1<IT_ 6

Psychological and Physiological..Assessment Techniques

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
LEARNING EXPERIENCE 4

1. Read pages 1-35 of the following reference. (Performance Objective 4)

Glasser, Alan J., and Irla Lee Zimmerman, Clinical Interpretation
of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for ChildririTWM, Grune and
Stratton, New 1968.

2. Practice administering the WISC three times using fellow students
or anyone avialable as subjects. It will be the responsibility of
the student to secure his testing subjects. Score test results and
schedule a conference with the teacher supervisor to check results.
Tests, test forms, and a stop watch can be checked out from the
teacher supervisor. (Performance Objective 4)

3. Read the manual for the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Practice administering the Revised ITPA three times using fellow
students or anyone available c7. subjects. It will be the respon-
sibility of the student to secure his testing subjects. Score test
results and schedule a conference with the teacher supervisorto
check results. Tests, test forms, and a stop watch can be checked
out from the teacher supervisor. (Performance Objective 4)

4. Read the manual for the Wide Range Achievement Test. Practice
administering the Wide Range Achievment Test three times to fellow
students or children. It will be the responsibility of the student
to secure his testing subjects. Score test results and schedule
a conference with the teacher supervisor to check results.
Tests and test forms can be checked out from the teacher
supervisor. (Performance Objective 4)

5. Read the manual for the Beery Visual Motor Integration Test.
Practice administering the Beery Visual Motor Integration Test
three times using fellow students or anyone available as
subjects. It will be the responsibility of the student to
secure his own testing subjects. Score test results and
schedule a conference with the teacher supervisor to check
results. Tests and test forms can be checked out from the
teacher supervisor. (Performance Objective 4)
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 5

After completing Learning Experience 4 the student should review
the WISC manual as well as the Glasser and Zimmerman Clinical
Interpretation of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)
to clarify questions as to the administration, scoring, and interpreta-
tion of the WISC. (Performance Objective 5)
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SELF EVALUATION

The learning experiences in this kit are accompanied by a self evaluation

checklist. These are provided so that you may study a given performance objec-

tive, complete the learning experience(s) designed for that objective and deter-

mine for yourself whether you have completed the assignment satisfactorily.

The primary purpose of self evaluation is to allow you to review your own

progress before requesting the proficiency assessment exercises for the kit.

After you have completed the learning experiences assigned to you for this

kit, you should request the self evaluation checklist. Review the checklist

carefully; if there are any indications that you have not completed a learning

experience satisfactorily, either go back to the learning experience for a

review or schedule a conference with your teacher supervisor. If your

response to the checklist indicates satisfactory completion of all the

learning experiences, schedule proficiency assessment.
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TEN KIT 6

Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

SELF EVALUATION

The student should review the tangible outcomes of the learning
experiences before determining whether he should take the proficiency
assessment. He should use the following checklist to determine when
he should schedule the proficiency assessment for each performance
objective:

Performance Objective 1,

YES NO

. .0. ... 40,4 ¶1.- Can J.descrtbe the functions e4ch subtest of the
WISC measures?

**
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Ps Physiological Assessment Techniques

SELF EVALUATION

The student should review the tangible outcomes of the learning
experiences before determining whether he should take the proficiency
assessment. He should use the following checklist to determine when
he should schedule the proficiency assessment for each performance
objective:

Performance Objective 2

YES NO

-

**

1111 1. Can I describe the functions each subtest of the ITPA
measures?

32
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Psychological and Physiological Assessment Techniques

SELF EVALUATION

The student should review the tangible outcomes of the learning
experiences before determining whether he should take the proficiency
assessment. He should use the following checklist to determine when
he should schedule the proficiency assessment for each performance
objective:

Performance Objective 3

Yes No

* *

1. Can I match the types of aphasia and agnosia with the
specific brain areas affected as described in Reading
Reference 3?

2. Can I match the tests for agnosia, apraxia, and aphasia
with the method of their performance?
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SELF EVALUATION

The student should review the tangible outcomes of the learning
experiences before determining whether he should take the proficiency
assessment. He should use the following checklist to determine whEh
he should schedule the proficiency assessment for each performance
objective.

Performance Objective 4

Yes No

* *

1. Have I satisfactorily completed Learning Experience 4?
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SELF EVALUATION

The student should review the tangible outcomes of the learning
experiences before determining whether he should take the proficiency
assessment. He should use the following checklist to determine when
he should schedule the proficiency assessment for each performance
objective.

Performance Objective 5

Yes No

k*

1. Have I completed Learning Experiences 4 and 5 and
Proficiency Assessment 4 to the satisfaction of my
instructor?
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

When you have completed each of the learning experiences assigned to

you for this kit and through the self evaluation procedures have determined

that you achieved the intended results, you should request your instructor

to assess your proficiency in the performance objective- stated at the

beginning of this kit.

Although proficiency assessment may take any one of many forms, it

always has the single purpose of measuring your attainmert of the performance

objectives for which the kit is planned. Thus, it is structured to assess

all of and only those behaviors stated in the objectives.
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance ObJective 1

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency on
a test requiring the matching of subtest names with descriptions of
what the subtests of the WISC measure.

$

:

**
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 1

Name Date

Matchirg Test Over the WISC

Write the number of the WISC subtest in the blank beside the description
of what the subtest measures.

1. Object Assembly measures the child's visual-__
motor dexterity and pencil
manipulation skills

2. Similarities measures the child's knowledge
of familiar objects and his
ability to visually discriminate
between Qssential and non-
essential characteristics

3. Arithmetic

4. Information

5. Comprehension

6. Block Design
....111M

measures the child's ability to
use, in socially acceptable ways,
the general information he has
obtained from his environment.
It is a measure of common sense,
judgment, reasoning and verbal
expression.

measures the child's ability to
perceive, analyze, synthesize
and reproduce abstract designs.
Visual-motor coordination is
also involved in performing on
this subtest.

measures the child's ability to
understand basic, essential
relationships between the ideas
and facts he has obtained from
his environment

measures the child's ability to
arrange socially orientated
pictures into a logical sequence
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Proficiency Assessment, Performance Objective 1

7. Coding

8. Picture Arrabgement

9. Picture Completion

10. Digit Span

11. Vocabulary

it*

LM

measures the child's visual
perception and ability to
synthesize concrete visual
forms. Success on this
subtest requires anticipa-
tion of part-whole relation-
ships.

measures immediate auditory
recall and attention span

is probably one of the best
individual measures of general
intelligence. It reflects a
child's level of education and
environment. It measures
abstract thinking, ability to
learn, fund of information,
and language development.

Measures a child's general
fund of information abstracted
from his environment

measures the child's cognitive
development through his manipu-
lation of numbers and numerical
operations
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Performance Objective 1 Matching Test over the WISC

Write the number of the WISC subtest in the blank beside the descrip-
tion of what the subtest measures.

1. Object Assembly 7

2. Similarities 9

3. Arithmetic 5

4. Information 6

5. Comprehension 2

6. Coding g

measures the child's visual-
motor dexterity and pencil
manipulation skills

measures the child's know-
ledge of familiar objects and
his ability to visually
discriminate between essential
and nonessential characteristics

measures the child's ability to
use, in socially acceptable ways
the general information he has
obtained from his environment.
It is a measure of common sense,
judgment, reasoning and verbal
expression.

measures the child's ability to
perceive, analyze, synthesize
and reproduc, abstract designs.
Visual-motor coordination is
also involved in performing on
tnis subtest.

ieasures the child's ability to
understand basic, essential
relationships between the ideas
and facts he has obtained from
his environment

measures the child's visual
tierce Linn and ability to

synthesize concrete visual forms.
c.wccs, on this subtrfst renuires
anticipation of part-whole
relationships.
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Proficiency Assessment, Performance Objective 1

7. Coding

8. Picture Arrangement

9. Picture Completion

10. Digit Span

11. Vocabulary

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 measures the child's visual
perception and ability to
synthesize concrete visual
forms. Success on this
subtest requires anticipa-
tion of part-whole relation-
ships

10 measures immediate auditory
recall and attention span

11 is probably one of the best
individual measures of
general intelligence. It

reflects a child's level of
education and environment.
It measures abstract think-
ing, ability to learn, fund
of information, and language
development.

4 measures a child's general fund
of information abstracted from
his environment

3 leasures the child's cognitive
development through his manipu-
lation of numbers and numerical
operations
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 2

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency
on a test requiring the matching of the subtest names of the ITPA
with descriptions of what the subtests measure.

**
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 2 Matching Test for the ITPA

Name Date

Write the number of the ITPA subtest in the blank beside the description
of what the subtest measures.

1. Manual Expression

2. Sound Blending

3. Verbal Expression

__measures the child's ability to
understand and derive meaning
from what is seen--symbols,
written words, pictures

_measures the child's ability to
synthesize the separate parts of
a word into an integrated whole

__measures the child's ability to
understand and derive meaning
from verbally presented material

4. Visual-motor Associatior __measures the child's ability to
recall and accurately reproduce
a sequence of nonmeaningful
visual stimuli

5. Auditory-vocal Association

6. Visual Sequential Memory

7. Grammatic Closure

8. Visual Closure

measures the child's ability to
perceive the whole picture from
an incomplete visual presentation

measures the child's ability to
----develop automatic habits for

handling syntax and grammar
inflections

measures the child's ability to
--relate and organize visual

symbols in a meaningful way

measures the child's ability to
remember and accurately repeat
a sequence of nonmeaningful audi-
tory stimuli

9. Auditory Closure measures the child's ability to
express his own concepts verbally
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Proficiency Assessment, Performance Objective 2

10. Auditory Reception measures the child's ability
to express ideas in meaning-
ful gestures

11. Visual Reception measures the child's ability
to relate and organize spoken
words or concepts in a mean-
ingful way

12. Auditory Sequential Memory measures the child's ability
to produce a complete word
from an incomplete auditory
presentation

* *
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective

1. Manual Expression

2. Sound Blending

3. Verbal Expression

4. Visual-motor Association

5. Auditory-vocal Association

6. Visual Sequential Memory

7. Grammatic Closure

8. Visual Closure

9. Auditory Closure

Matching Test for the ITPA

11 measures the. child's ability to
understand and derive meaning
from what is seen--symbols,
written words, pictures

2 measures the child's ability to
synthesize the separate parts
of a word into an integrated whole

10 measures the child's ability to
understand and derive meaning
from verbally presented material

6 measures the child's ability to
recall and accurately reproduce
a sequence of nonmeaningful
visual stimuli

8 measures the child's ability to
perceive the whole picture from
an incomplete visual presentation

7 measures the child's ability to
----develop automatic habits for

handling syntax and grammatic
inflections

4 measures the child's ability to
relate and organize visual
symbols in a meaningful way

12 measures the ability to
r,.rnember and accurately repeat
a sequence of nonmeaningful
auditory stimuli

3 measures the child's ability
to express nis own concepts
verbally
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10. Auditory Reception

11. Visual Reception

12. Auditory Sequential Mem..ry

1 measures the child's ability
to express ideas in meaning-
ful gestures

5 measures the child's ability
to relate and organize spoken
words or concepts in a mean-
ingful way

9 musures the child's ability
to produce a complete word
from an incomplete audits y
presentation
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective

The student will perform at the 90 percent level of proficiency
on a test requiring the matching of specific areas of the cerebral
cortex with specific types of agnosia and aphasia and tests of
agnosia, apraxia, and aphasia with the method of their performance.
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 3 Matching Test

Name Date

A. Match the four types of agnosia listed below to the four cerebral
areas affected in each type of agnosia by writing the correct
number in the blank:

Type of Agnosia

1. visual

2. tactile

3. auditory

4. body parts and relation-
ships

Affected Cerebral Area

occipital lobe

temporal lobe (lateral and
superior portions)

parietal lobe

parietal lobe (postero-
inferior regions)

B. Match the four types of aphasia listed below to the four brain
Areas involved by writing the correct number in the blank:

Type of Aphasia Brain Area Involved

1. auditory-receptive posterior frontal area

2. visual-receptive inferior posterior frontal
areas

3. expressive speaking parieto-occipital area

4. expressive writing

C. Match the test for agnosia,
description of how they are
the correct numbers:

0 temporal lobe

apraxia, and aphasia listed below to the
performed by filling in the blanks with

Test For

1. Visual object recognition

* *

Now Performed

Ask the patient to identify
familiar sounds with his
eyes closed.
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2. Motor speech

3. Volitional speech

4. Automatic speech

49

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ran the patient identify
left and right and body
parts?

Ask the patient to identify
familiar objects such as a
pencil or paper clip visually.

AO the patient to verbally
reproduce sounds and phrases
such as "ba-ba," "A like to
read" and increasingly
difficult ones. Observe
his conversation for abnormal
word usage.

5. Writing Is the patient able to answer
questions appropriately?

6. Sound recognition

7. Recognition of body
parts and sidedness

6. Auditory-verbal
comprehension

Can the patient answer ques-
tions and carry out !nstruc-
tions?

Can he perfor1 ;. motor acts such

as using a pencil, closing a
safety pin, etc.?

Ask the patient to read a few
sentences and explain what he
has read. If he cannot talk,
write nut instructions for
h!r1 to carry out.

9. Performance of skilled motor hi! to repeat familiar
acts ,z.ips such as days of the

ww;ons, or months.

10. Visual - verbal comprvhPn-ion

* *

Agk thf, patent to write his
'wn 11,-TIP and address, tele-

rwher, and a simple
.hen ask him to

t-he name of an object

with rl e7e7, oven and with
hi Pycr closer!.
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 3

Name Date

Matching Test

A. Match the four types of agnosia listed below to the four cerebral
areas affected in each type of agnosia by writing the correct
number in the blank:

Type of Agnosia

1. visual

2. tactile

Affected Cerebral Area

1 occipital lobe

3 temporal lobe (lateral
and superior portions)

3. auditory .2 parietal lobe

4 parietal lobe (postero-
inferior regions)

B. Match the four types of aphasia listed below to the four brain
areas involved by writing the correct number in the blank:

4. body parts and relationships

Type of Aphasia

1. auditory-receptive

2. visual-receptive

3. expressive speaking

4. expressive writing

C. Match the test for agnosia,
description of how they are
the correct numbers:

Test For

Brain Area Involved

4 posterior frontal area

3 inferior posterior frontal
areas

2 parieto-occipital area

1 temporal lobe

apraxia, and aphasia listed below to the
performed by filling in the blanks with

l. Visual object recognition

How Performed

6 Ask the patient to identify
familiar sounds with his eyes
closed.
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2. Motor speech .24r patient identify
104' and right and body

3. Volitional speech 1 Ask fho r:atipnt to identify

c,i;jects such as a

or m!per Clip visually.

4. Automatic speech pAt..ient t verbally
re..1rniuce sounds erd phrases

'ha-ba" 'I like to

5. Writing 3

and increasingly diffi-
i.ult ones.. Observe his
cnnvorcetion for abnormal
wor'i

I. th r. patient able to answer

Tior.'ions appropriately?

6. Sound recognition P pltient answer clues-
-iro!. and carry out instruc-
tions:

7. Recognition or body
parts and sidedness

(i..n he nerform motor acts
51i0 it= !Icing a pencil,

i safety pin, tc.?

8. Auditory-verbal comorni,er-
sion

'a tnr; patient to read a

..,qtr.n...os and explain
.NP,At ill has read. If he

tAlk, write out
!,,,tructvms for him to

9. Performanc.- "f kHed
motor acts

4

1,

r.,peat familiar

i days nf the
or -Innths.

10. Visual -verb compic.ney:- nt to write his
Sion .vdrps-s tele-

. ,1 ?Ample
T to

r, '' nhject
.rd with
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 4

The student will administer and score one battery of tests including
a WISC, Beery Test of Visual Motor Integration, revised ITPA, and Wide Range
Achievement Test at the 90 per cent level of proficiency in the scoring of
the individual tests. Each of these tests, test forms, and a stop watch
will be checked out from the teacher supervisor. Obtaining test subjects
will be the responsibility of the student. Once the tests have been adminis-
tered and scored, they should be submitted to the teacher supervisor.

* *
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 4

The student's report should he evluated on the basis of the admin-
istration and scoring of the WISC, ITPA, Peery Test of Visual Motor Inte-
gration, and Wide Range Achievement Test using the individual manuals for
each test. The teacher supervisor should refer to these individual manuals
for correct methods of administration and scoring.

On the WISC the instructor can evaluate on the basis of the ten
subtests plus Digit Span, Performance Scale Score. Verbal Scale Score,
and Full Scale Score. Thus,.each of these scores will be worth seven
points in determining proficiency.

On the ITPA the twelve subtests, *,,,1 Child's Mean Scaled Score, and
Psycholinguistic Age shoulc bP evaluated with each being worth seven
points.

On the Wide Range Achievement 707.t tne :itudent should be evaluated on
the correct scoring in arithmetic, spelling, and reading of grade level,
scaled score, and percentile. Thus, each of these nine scores will be
worth ten points.

On the Kery Developlontal Tf:st of Visuul Motor Integration the
student's correct scoring of ea: n design, calculation of the subject's
exact age in years and months, corret VMI Raw Score, an,I correct VMI Age
Equivalent will be used to determine pc,f:ciency. For exaa.ple, if the
subject draws seven des!gns before reJ:ning a ceiling, then these seven
designs, age, VMI Raw Score and VMI Age Eouiv,ilent will eacn be worth ten
points. The more design,- tries suject draws and the stu&:rt correctly
scores, the less the nu--) i,.f poi ht .4;11 Lr!
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 5

The student will check out a psychological evaluation of an LD
child from the teacher supervisor and write an analysis of the report
including the following:

a. Valid and invalid data

b. False assumptions

Once the analysis of the report has been completed, it should be
submitted to the teacher supervisor for evaluation.

*Ile
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 5

1. The student should identify the following errors in the raw
data (WISC Record Form) at the 90 percent level of proficiency:

a. Birthdate computed wrong

b. Digit Span raw score incorrectly transferred (4 instead of 8)

c. Informiton raw score 12 rather than 11

d. Vocabulary numbers 10, 12, 18 incorrectly scored, and number
24 should not be included as 5 eiors have been made. Correct
score is 24.

e. Picture completion should be 10 because 5 errors were made
before number 7.

f. Picture Arrangement number 6 is correct; therefore, examiner
should have r.ontinued.

g. Correct Verbal Scale Score should be 87 rather than 77.

h. Correct Performance Scale Score should be 100 rather than 96.

i. Full Scale !,:..orr should he 93 rather than 85.

2. The student should identify the following errors in the report of
the WISC at the 90 percent level of proficiency:

a. Variability extri:me--not slight--between verbal subtests.

b. Judgment ;ind i;:formational resources established weaknesses.

c. arm Sfrilarities were severely rather than slightly
depressed.

d. Skill on ficw-k Design was not limited.

e. :rror: of 4 l/2 years M. A. should he 14 1/2.

f. All sumay.::ind -..orclusions were incorrect.

NOTE: Eacl'. cc the identlfi,.d er-ors is worth 5 points; therefore, miss-
ino more tnin 2 point will lower nroficiency below the 90 percent
levc1 reo.;:red. If th' 7tudent fails to perform at the 90 percent
level of or,ficiencv, p ;hould repeat the appropriate learning
exper4e.
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PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Performance Objective 6

The student should write in narrative form the advantages of having
a psychological and physical evaluation of a child in educational planning
to meet his individual needs.

NOTE: This is an affective objective and will 'lot be used to assess
proficiency level for this kit; however, the student will be
required to develop the specified narrative and may discuss
it with his teacher supervisor.

* *
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KUHNS, Steven
CASE NO. 091-030-364

OBSERVATIONS:.,
BEST COPY PARABLE

Steven was friendly and cooperative in a one to one situation and rapport
was easily established and maintained througnout the testing situation. Overall,
his speech, hearing and vision were also considered adequate for testing.

TEST EVALUATION:

The subject is currently functioning intellectually at the average range
of abilities on the nonverbal tasks, at the upper limits of the Dull Normal
range on the verbal tasks, ana at tne lower limits of the average range on the
overall tasks. On the verbal tasks slight variability was revealed. Specifically,
Steven demonstrated good skill in making mental computations of arithmetic pro-
blems and his performance was commensurate with a child 13 years 6 months old.
Steven was extremely adept in his ability to make judgment decisions in a variety
of social situations and to recall general knowledge and information that he
has accumulated from his everyday experiences. On these tasks Steven functioned
at the 8 year 2 month and 8 year 10 month level respectively. Moreover, Steven's
skills in defining vocabulary words and his ability to compare and to see common
features in concrete objects that are seemingly dissimilar in nature was only
slightly depressed. His performance on this task was associated with a child 9
years 6 months and 10 years months old. Finally, the 4 year 10 month level was
attained in the recall of a series of digits presented orally.

On the nonverbal tasks moderate variability was also noted. Specifically,
Sieven demonstrated limited skill in the reproduction of three dimensional block
designs and a performance resembling a child 4 1/2 years old was attained.
However, the 10 1/2 and 12 1/2 year old level was achieved by Steven
on tasks requiring him to assemble puzzle-like pieces into a meaningful whole
and in the arrangement of socially-oriented stimuli into a logical sequence of
events. Finally, Steven's performarce was slightly below age level on tasks
requiring him to make visual identification of familiar objects from his
environment and in further differentiating essential from non-essential items
on those objects and in associating numbers with symbols and then reproducing
these symbols. Steel`'; f.,nctioned aL the 10 1/? to the 12 1/2 year old level
on these tasks.

In summary, test data ;Aicate that Steven's best mode of learning is
likely to be through auditory rather than visual channels. In general he appears.
to have demonstrated well devi,loped aLstract conceptual skills and appropriate
reasoning and judgement. :ti.ven see-Is to be an extremely mature child who is
capaole of setting his own 7:its in the classroom and would therefore require
little structure and supvrt in most academic areas.

F. 10 ;:r41' iAL

* *
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REFERRED BY
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GRADE
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..1

Date of Birth ../
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Verbal Scale

Performance Scale
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Comprehension
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Arithmetic
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Vocabulary
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1. INFORMATION Score
I .,, 0

Score
I or 0

Score
1 or 0

1. Ears

2. Finger

3. Legs

4. Animal-Milk
o v...)

5. Water --Boil Ast Ivy

6. Store-Sugar G:Awe.t12..i

7. Pennies 5
8. Days-Week i
9. Discoverer-America e. c...

10. Things-Dozen
1 .)..

1

f

)

k

1

11. Season-Year s,

12. Color-Rubies \Acct.

13. Sun-Set
4b7...

14. Stomach
b 1C...

15. Oil-Float
-DAL

16. Romeo-Juliet

17. Fourth-July
'?, tItThittIV't

18. C.O.D.

19. American-Man

20. Chile

i

tb

C.

21. Pounds-Ton

'2. Capital-Greece
.

23. Turpentine_...__

24. New York - Chicago

15. Labor Day
_

26. South Polo

-
27. Barometer

128. Hieroglyphic
_ ________

29. Genghis Khan

30. Lien

2. COMPREHENSION S.:A.1ra
2.1Gr6

1. Cut-Finger u- .....M.MA\r.,* (..) V) .5"? k. .. .
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4. Fight
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5. Train-Irack
`Oct L INA 1 Actv IL) ci L.)

6. House-Brick

7. Criminals
.1':.-CSZI1Z 6 ../aMV144 ,......) Lvm"!:'-)

8. Women Children --Du. ..

9. Bills-Check 0 \ sts.) 'T. i 1.,..);::, v cA. Olt** Li

10. Charity-Beggar i
11. Government-Examinations

12. Cotton-Fiber

13. Senators

14. Promise -Kept

40%.

. ,a-

1

0

. .

2

**

3. ARITHMETIC

Problem Response Time score

1. 45" i_.

2. 45"
. . - I

4. 30" A I

5. 30" 6 I 1

6. 30" )L ./.. _A
7. 30"

8. 30" Z I 4 1

9. 30" ) 4 s-1..
10. 30" I tip 13 o
11.

....
iv

12. 60

.5
1 0

s-
3

...I._

1

13. 30" q 12 o
14. 60" 4 C li;
15.120" /.0 o 21 0
16.120" i hi i 6 a



4. SIMILARITIES Score
o 0

1. Lemons-Sugar

2. Walk-Throw

3. Boys---Gids

4. Knife-Glass

-

5. Plum-Peach

11M)*. %i%.
6. Cat-Mouse

NZA\NMS
7. Beer-Wine

UU U
8. Piano-Violin

)k)6-.0Utikietk)N
9. Paper-Cool

%Vt. i.3
10. Pound -YardPound Yard

11. Scissors-Copper Pan

12. Mountain- --Lake

13. Salt-Water

_ .

14. Liberty -Justice

15. First-Last

16. 49-121

t

**

61

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS..... -
DIGIT SPAN

0.14.16 Forward I (Circriel Digits Backward (Circiel

3.8-6 3 2.5 4
6-1-2 3 6.3 2

3.4 -1.7 C, 5-7.4 3

6.1-5-8 4 2.5-9 3

8.4-2-3-9
5.2-1-8.6

5

s

7-24-6
8.4.9.3 (i:

4
. __3.8.9-1-7-4 6 4-1-3.5-7 s

7-9-6.4-8-3 I 6 9.7-8-5-k s

5-1.7-4-2-3-8 7 1.6-5-24-8 6
9-8-5.2-1-6-3 7 3-6.7-1-9-4 6

-__. .
1.6-4-5-9-7-6-3 8 8.5- 9.2.3 -4.2 7

2.9-7-A-3-1-5-4 8 4.54-9-2-8-1 7- --5.34.7.1.244-6 9 6.9-1-6-3-2-5-8 it
4- 2.6.9- 1- 7 -8 -3 -5 9 3-14-94-4-8-2 8

F.4 +8 .0... -.: ........_
Highest numbers circled

MAZES

Mose

8 30"

C. 3C"
1. 301
2. 45"

3. 60

4. 120"
5. 120"

3

rJotes

Max.
Errors

2

3

5

a

Errors Score

A

0 1 2

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0123
0 1 2 3



11
I. Bicycle

2. Knife

3. Hat

4. Letter_ .

S. Umbrella

6. Cushion

7. Nail

8. Donkey

9. Fur

10. Diamond

11. Join

12. Spade

13. Sword

14. Nuisance

15. Brave

16. Nonsense

17. Hero

18. Gamble

19. Nitroglycer;ne

20. Microscope

21. Shilling

22. Fable

23. Belfry

24. Esp;inage

25. Stony,

26.

27. Spangle

28. Hara-Kiri

29. Recede

30. ACCiation

31. Bolas.

32. Catacomb

33. IfYIrrlirlent

34. Mantis

35. Vesper

36. Aseptic

37. Chattel

38. D;latory

39. Flout

40. Traduce

**

i

St .Pe If .044V2 fit -4
t

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
. A. 40

.2 ZV.,.7;

.414. I id

J k` ft

c
.

. /Ns

sco.,
2 I er 0 ;

_ . . .

Plw)ki..> rhw.) b\N" L v3. wit
vvo.s 4) ...cc. ca iJcAN:yr.7s).__varT.i_ kL

.9.! 1k.1. h%)W\
114A

It

tx\ s vol R %EN..
1 L.1.16WN 61L: kN7

P.. . L.
;k1.. t)w tovc 7:1s: rt. m t) -L.1: mits

lLU ?Vr crO.Zt;4
. 1 .

r). IN%-.4-

A 1 .\ , \r

I

2 ci

t
1 `.62

4



6. PICTURE COMPLETION

1. Comb

2. Table

3. Fox

4. Girl

5. Cat

6. Door

7. Hand

8. Card

9. Scissors

10. Coat

11. Fish

12. Screw

13. Fly

14. Rooster

15. Profile

16. Thermometer

17. Hat

18. Umbrella

19. Cow

20. House

Score
1 of

(:

1

6

0

8. BLOCK DESIGN

Design Tme Pass Fail Score

A. 45"

B. 45"

C. 45"

1. 75

2. 75"

3. 75'

4. 75"

5. 150"

6. 150"

2

1'

Arongomont

7. PICTURE ARRANGEMENT BEST Coq AVAI

Time Order Seem

A. Dog 75"
- -

0. Mother 75"

C. Train 60"

D. Scale 45"

(Fight)

1. Fire 45"

2. Burglar 45"

3. Farmer 45"

4. Picnic 45"
--

5. Sleeper 60"

6. Gardener 75"

0
ANC

0 1

0??

0
ON

0

111110111

e10 1.6
0 I 4 125 6 7i fl fit 11111

11.15 10

THUG
-7.1

/O. 64 411". OUT 0111C/

11
5

1445 1

0 I 4 7

I. VeK, 0
4111 OR HO

0,6 . 7 1I 4...--
110 1.5i

1140 11.111 1.10

J ,4 5 6 7!
PROW

7. Rain 75"

ci PSIfltiL MONIPHOR 1171211
--215

7

410 1

1,0 6

.20 1411
I _4_

1

1

0 2 31 -s0 to -eo 141
4 5 6 USMEAR .. -.-....-

111,T10111 MA SUN

9. OBJECT ASSEMBLY

Object Time Score

F
/
.

II"1:),1

I '

OM 1110

« : St

,to, IV)

3
.

2. 4

i 3 t.

21.120 16 20 1 111 1.10
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

. . -
111-180 16410 118

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CD 5

71.460 411.70 1116.11 1se
0 1 2 3 6 7 8 9

Li (4 3 I 2 3 4 e 44.160 '111 es as.so , .19

6 7 8 9

2111
4

0.21 It US 0

s 6 7 ,

w is
4 6 7

23 a An .os
4 5 6 .

7.
a171 s

4 5 6 7

14a... lu ft .11 4
4 5

6''Al)
11360 9it69 4111

4 6 7

1S0 1/111 0.! 511 111.1 Se
7. 150" 17 0 c: 0 4 5 6 7

5

Notes:

22-
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NAME SCHOOL
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

AGEN-jo GRADE_ZNAL.

Tr..f1T:. ADIMINI..TtAED mar STATISTICAL RESULTS:
Wechsler Intellictnce Scale for Chillren P

t (
..' S

4,i

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
VERBAL IC). c'177 %tie 4 PERFORMANCE TV:00 %ileUTOTAL Wolf tile :f4Lo

bb

A

Cr

tti

LW1 g
0.)
zn

C g
E
LI el

I ....

u.

3,

4.1

4.)

,:-.

-, -
0 cr: 4.) U (1)
I-, :4 Z
F-4 il)

Z14

isZ

i

0
X E
W

R g
Z A (3 Pn

a.

i .E.

1.4 .).-.................4-.............t-,--............-__..-4.-..---4t---
Very 17-20

CJ

0

0

s4

9

0

Superior

uperior

16

15

M
4-1 fr) .
fa

U)''... U)
144 11 a)U 0 a44 a a cu c 0O h, 0 r40 .4.:r4 a 0 el V
0. ...4 m
...4 V 0.4 0 g P.4 W

) "
M M c14LI 0 .4.4 w 04 F4 0 v4W 0 A w M M C.,) t-f .1.4 00 el 4.10 4-1 )4 0 al Z 0

el
Ve4 En V (I) 0 k w k =

44 MU .....
....I
Ai > 5 u.) C$.4 1 ::: W 2: 0.i I 4.40 *. 4-,1 .f) W 0 i

C4 u) 11) L.

1 C. .4=2 g

4.)4.1
V r1 IX Z a E-4 i.

U) 0 I I 0 44 t", 4.4 r4 11 0 0 = .14) 0 I:4 0 04
41 c: rgi 4.11- 0 >4 Z w a -1 it R ilE-t c; aC 4)
C4 F-4 gi .,43

.6.114 ig
P-4 W g :1

1 il E`
10 at () 0 4 el

0 t) CD
r-4 i . c . 04

0
C.) 0 U 01.4 > 0 /.4 141 1-4 0 1.4 w2w > n 0. 0.

0

W
W

0 M
0 .F.1

m

M e-
m
4

w

W
0
0

a I-4
1 0

C)t-

0W 0
0
,4
V

g

4.1
1.4 0itI -)

4.1

.r4
0 'V
V 0
04.0
W

W %

W
a a

A
>4 0

V/

0

rrdi

U)
W

P.4

Ot

W

0
.111.11.4111...

14 -t
Bright 13
Normal 12

11

Average 10

9

Dull
Normal
Borderline

8

6

Mentally
Defective

.41.sy...........

4

3

r

Web

Bender-re stalt: Kcrritz 4; "ro,IT., Mean Score
Peahc.dy Vi,7ture M.A 1:mrCentilv
Draw-A-Person: CA m.A___1.!2

Wide Rango Achievement T,t- AcLlal Grad
Reuling grade e. 5. SS W
Spel 1 i hi 7rade 7: 5' 4.1 I e

Arithrt.tic trade f- %S.12 * 1 1 0 4.1/

The Harris Tests of Lazo- ii Domit:ince

Hand: Right Left rncnmo:te
Eye: Piqht Lef* Irvompleto
Foot: Pi.3ht Left Tn:omr.leto

Placement '?4

1111

.1111.1

Knowledge of Left and Right
Confused Hesitant Normal

Examining Psvzhologist



OBSERVATIONS:

66

Siff AX was friendly and cooperative in a one to one situation and rapport
was easily established and maintained throughout the testing situation. Overall,
his speech, hearing and vision were also considered adequate for testing.

TEST EVALUATION:

The subject is currently functioning intellectually at the average range
of abilities on the nonverba'. tasks, at the upper limits of the Dull Normal
range on the verbal tasks, and at the lower limits of the average range on the
overall tasks. On the verbO tasks moderate variability was revealed with an
average age of 9 years 9 months recorded for these tasks. Specifically, MAN
demonstrated good skill in making mental. computations of arithmetic problems
and his performance was commensurate with a child 13 years 10 months old. However,
814401 was slightly limited in his ability to make judgement decisions in a variety
of social situations and to recall general knowledge and information that he
has accumulated from his everyday experiences. On these tasks MINN functioned
at the 8 year 2 month and 9 year 10 month level respectively. Moreover, UNXIN's
skills in defining vocabulary words and his ability to compare and to see common
features in concrete objects that are seemingly dissimilar in nature was slightly
depressed. His performance on this task was associated with a child 8 years
10 months and 10 years 6 months old. Finally, the 7 1/2 year old level was
attained in the recall of a :aeries of digits presented orally.

On the nonverbal tasks moderate variability was also noted with an average
age of 11 years, 11 months recorded for these tasks. Specifically, SIAM
demonstrated an exceptional skill in the reproduction of three dimensional block
designs and a performance rese-rong a child 14 1/2 years old was attained by
NOW. However, the 10 and ;2 1/2 year old level was achieved by SUM
on tasks requiring him to assemble puzzle-like pieces into a meaningful whole
and in the arrangement of socially-oriented stimuli into a logical sequence of
events. Finally, 6t646A's p.,:rfrmance was slightly below age level on tasks
requiring him to make visual identification of familiar objects from his
environment and in further difft-.rentiating essential from non essential items
on those objects and in associating numbers with symbols and then reproducing
these symbols. UAW functioned at the 10 1/2 to the 11 1/2 year old level
on these tasks.

On the '.4.ender 440;0! T:. ::ant difficulty in visual
motor tasks with his performw:e associated with the second grade level. SMAA's
errors consisted of distorticn of s'ape, fai lurt: to integrate the parts, and
rotation of the figures. His general functioning on this task is suggestive
of a child with a minimal breir injury.

On the Wide Range Achievement Test VigAMattained a spelling grade
level of 3.5 with a standard c:.core of 7E. His spelling skills consisted
of writing his name, copying a series of simple geometric designs, and writing
numerous one syllable words. Although Mk44t misspelled many of the words he
displayed good skill at writing the words according to their sound. Furthermore,
a reading grade level of 3.5 was achieved with a standard score of 78. His

CONFIDEN 1 AL



TEST EVALUATION Continued:

67

skills on this section included reading a series of letters of the alphabet
and recognizing numerous one syllable words. However, he also demonstrated
difficulty with medial and final vowel and consonant sounds on many of the
words. Finally, an arithmetic grade level of 5.0 was achieved with a standard
score of 88. On the oral section he was able to count 15 dots, read a series
of one and two digit numbers, and make mental computations of simple addition
and subtraction problems. On the written section Std OWN was able to work
numerous one and two column addition and subtraction problems, work a couple
of simple multiplication and division problems, and reduce and subtract
simple fractions. Overall, the subject is functioning at a grade level
commensurate with his currently reported intellectual abilities.

C O N F I D E N T I A L



OBSERVATIONS:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
HA MA was friendly and cooperative In a one to one situation and rapport

was easily established and maintained throughout the testing situation. Overall,
his speech, hearing and vision were also considered adequate for testing.

TEST EVALUATION:

The subject is currently functioning intellectually at the average range
of abilities on the nonverbal tasks, at the upper limits of the Dull Normal
range on the verbal tasks, and at the lir limits of the average range on the
overall tasks. On the verbal tasks variability was revealed 1a

Specifically, MINN
demonstrated good skill in making mental computations of arithmetic problems
and his perfo ante nsurate with a child 13 years lennonths old. mss,
84A04A was in his ability to make judgement decisions in a variety
of social situations and to recall general knowledge and information that he
has accumulated from his ev ryday experiences. On these tasks MN functioned
at the 8 year 2 month and Okwyear 10 month level respectively. Moreover, SININN's
skills in defining vocabulary words and his ability to compare and to seemommon
features in concrete objects that are seemingly dissinalar in nature wearightly
depressed. His performance on this task was associated with h 10years

4, ',months and 10 years 6 months old. Finally, the 4010 year vel was
attained in the recall of a series of digits presented orally.

On the nonverbal tasks moderate variability was also noted.411111meameip
aimatakkipmestismaratimasiraolifiamitameills,, . Specifically, SIMON
demonstrated as amilijakiisi. skill in the reproduction of three dimensional block

Iglusand a performance resembling a child (4 1/2 years old was attained..
. However, the 10 1/2 and 12 1/2 year old level was achieved by MUM

on tasks requiring him to assemble puzzle-like pieces into a meaningful whole
and in the arrangement of socially-oriented stimuli into a logical sequence of
events. Finally, AA 's performance was slightly below age level on tasks
requiring him to make visual identification of familiar objects from his
environment and in further differentiating essential from non essential items
on those objects and in associating numbers with symbols and then reproducing
these symbols. MAU functioned at the 10 1/2 to the 41 1/2 year old level
on these tasks. 14s
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NAME_

ADDRESS

PARENT'S NAME_

SCHOOL

REFERRED BY

WISC RECORD FORM .

AGEZi:14 SEX.A1

....._. GRADE Al 8;

Scaled
Year Month Day . Score IQ

Date Tested 70... Verbal Scale 4.4" *

Date of Birth $.2 _ Performance Scale P.°. * /0 a.

Age . U
; Full Scale 9p. 9/

// *Prorated if noassary/0 l

NOTES

Printed 41 U S. A.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Raw Sealed
Score Score

VERBAL TESTS

istInformation /
Comprehension

Arithmetic /
9Similarities 9

Vocabulary ot 7 to

(Digit Span) 7
Sum of Verbal Tesb 477

PERFORMANCE TESTS

Picture Completion

Picture Arrangement . 30 Z..4
Block Design /
Object Assembly

Coding .. 41/ /a
(Mazes)

Sum of Performance Tests N/7.6

70

Examiner

Ceorr.git :949 by The Psyenoirreeai Corpcstion
A.1 11ts reserved P.O Derr .": -19 I"' "'II tie reprrdur:e" ^ any form qt printing or by any other means,
,Lett 'Imo If MCTIPICSI. MOW) ed eta not 1.- .ted to pnotT:00y..*A audiovisual recording and transmiseteln. and
Port' ysl or duo cet,o, ,r any orlrrilsr;n WPM 1 reMeal SyttP WIthOUt permission in muting front IttO
009 ;tifq Set Catalog tor further inOmation

The Psychologies! Corporotion, 304 Eat' 45th Stmt. Now York. N.Y. 10017 70.36t.



REST COPY AVAI

1. INFORMATION

I. Ears

2. Finger

3. Legs
_

4. Animal-Milk I k) /

..5.
Water-Boil A-A /

6. Store-Sugar 61vbetZX
7. Pennies

Sroriel
I1 0 Score

0r0

71

8. Days-Week

9. Discoverer-America e,e

10. Things-Dozen 42-

11. Season-Year ,c S I 21. 'Pound.-Ton

12. Color-RubleS / 22. Capital..Greece

13. Sun-Set 23. Turpentine

14. Stomach ,/ Q24. Now Yolk-Chicago

15. Oil-Float .P 0 25. Labor Day

16. Romeo-Juliet 41), 6 26. South Pole

17. Fourth-July zvio4y 27. Barometer

18. C.O.D. 28. Hieroglyphic

19. American-Man 29. Genghis Khan

20. Chile 30. Lien
=0111101111..

2. COMPREHENSION
2Score.1or0

I. Cut-Finger
ru.r_11-___464/tiah 14 c iv' _IT- . _ ....______,Pr:f.

2. Lose.....8alls (Das) #81, 4... 1.9.4-4) .cili 1:-.
3. Loaf-Bread

_______

4. Fight :::/w i 3 e
_O

1

-
A5. Train-Track ya_

6. House-Brick-4:e aiet)d

0.

7. Criminals e.,_,, _ D _ , _. = .3. C do 446/A/... P. Y.4,),N-r,c -62 -/ -/ -1---8. Womr,n-Children
Ai a _ .

9. Bills--Check. ,

10. Charity-Beggar h..664.4 - A jeistez......
I 1 . Government-Ezarninations

12. Cotton-Fiber

13. Senators

14. Promise-Kept

2

3. ARITHMETIC

Problem Response Thee

1. 45
2. 45" /
3. 45" IMP
4. 30" .t mu
5* 30" Minn

Allifilffill6* 30"
7. 30"

-8.
MU

30" ran
9. 30" rigi

10. 30" 0
i t . 30" u
12. 60".../ 0 mg/
13. 30" 4111 rel
r". 6'

15.120" $ $ 0
16. 120"_Spi /0 u



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

SiMMINNIMM1.1111

4. SIMILARITIES

1. LemonsSugar

ZVFET
2. VicdiThrow

3. BoysGirl; ale Al 5

4. Knife --Glass

S. PlurtiL.40C4ael_r:T....SFas
). .

Score 1
I or 0

0
; ==.

Score
2. I or 0

6. CatMouse

---47# gAiiinA t
7. BeerWino

k 1141,1,0x,
L PlanoMan

4g7/4 ec 5/1iS7PUmENTs
9. PaperCoal

I& A .P4c_46.
10. PoundYard

D,N, 0:bN
11. ScissorsCopper Pan

D---- 4
12. MountainLake

13. SoltWater

14. Liberty -- Justice

15. FirstLast

16. 49-121

,Al

0

72

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS

DIGIT SPAN

D;g11 Forward Scare

COO* Digits Boakwora k er.

irdo

34.6 3 2.5 2

6.1-2 3 6.3 2

3-4.1.7 ie. 5-7-4 3

6.14.8 4 2.5.9 3

4.2.3.9 5 7.2.9-6 0
S.. 1-8-6 5 8.4.9.3

3- 8.9.1.7.4 6 4.1-34.7 8

7-9-6.4-8-3 6 9.7-84.2 6

5.1-7-4.2-3-8 7 1-64.2-9.8 6
9-8-5-2-1-6.3 7 3.6.7.1.9.4 6

1.6.4.5.9.7.6.3 8 8-5-9-2-3.4.2 7
2.9-7-6-3-1-S-4 8 44-7-9-2-8-1 7

5-3-1-7-1-2-4.6-9 9 6-9-1-6-3.2-54 8
4-2.6.9.1-7-84.8 9 3-14-9-5.4.8-2 8

-14011_+.11. =AL
HI est numbers circled

e

MAZES

Mom
Moe.
Errors Erron Score

A. 30"
B. 30"

C. "
1. 30"

2. 45"

3 . 60"

4. 120"

5.120"

2

2

2

3

3

5
,

6

s

.--

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 i 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0123
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